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ANTARES V1.0 Overview
• Enabling broad scientific use of time-domain alerts

• Process full LSST stream
• Generic time-domain platform, community driven
• If you can turn your algorithm into a filter, we’ll 

implement it*
• Real-time alert processing (minutes)
• No user restrictions (SAC to determine resource 

conflicts, if any)
• Actively processing ZTF public alerts 

• https://antares.noirlab.edu/
• Documentation/tutorials

https://antares.noirlab.edu/


• Kubernetes-based 
deployment

• Kafka streaming
• Cassandra and 

ElasticSearch
database systems

• Provenance tracking
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• Annotation from catalogs
• Filtering of alerts
• Searchable archive of alerts
• Watch lists
• Web portal displays streams, 

filters, light curve, thumbnails, 
pipeline, associations, finder 
charts

ANTARES Features



• Near Known Extragalactic 
objects

• Bright or high significance
• In M31
• Nuclear transient
• Known Solar System objects
• Near potential tidal disruption 

hosts (contributed catalog)
• Gravitational wave counterparts
• AstroRAPID

ANTARES Filters



• Annotated alerts
• Feature calculation
• External catalogs (e.g., 

catsHTM)
• Filtered alerts

• All features including 
annotations

• Can be user designed, 
Jupyter-based dev kit on 
Astro Data Lab

ANTARES Data Products



ANTARES Outputs
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• Output three ways
• Web portal (API as well)
• Slack Channel (antares-

noao.slack.com)
• Kafka streams (Python 

API)
• Archive

• Longer timescale 
analysis



ANTARES Science

147 ANTARES-flagged SN 
candidates confirmed in TNS (40% 
early) from Aug 2019 to Mar 2020

Many dwarf novae and novae

First R Cor Bor star from public 
ZTF survey, Lee et al. 2020

Anomaly detection in Galactic 
Bulge, Soraisam et al. 2020

WZ Sge dwarf nova, Soraisam et 
al. in press



Figure �:We found a linear relationship between execution time and the length of an object’s
lightcurve. This data is from phase � but we saw the same O(n) relationship in the larger tests.

where C is capacity, N is number of nodes, alpha is the contention, beta is coherency delay, and
gamma estimates the value of throughput for a single node. Figure � shows the USL model fit to the
datawe collected and figure � shows the predicted behavior of ANTARESup to �,���nodes–peak scal-
ability is a predicted throughput of ��� alerts/second with ��� pipeline processes.

Table �: Key statistics from the ANTARES load test

Phase Pipeline Processes Num. Hosts Throughput (alerts/s) Slope (ms) Y-Intercept (ms)
� �� � �� �.�� ���.��
� ��� �� ��� �.�� ���.��
� ��� �� ��� �.�� �,���.��

A counfounding factor here is the composition of the data sets used for each phase of the load test.
Compare the distribution in phase � (figure �a) and phase � (figure �b) and you will see that phase
three had a higher proportion of lighcurves with more than ��� data points than the phase � test did.
Because of this we would expect the average throughput to be lower during phase �, even if scaling
the system did provide a linear speedup.

In order to better measure the scaling properties of the system we compare measurements of pro-
cessing time relative to lightcurve length as in figure �. Table � also includes the slope and y-intercept

�

ANTARES Path to LSST

Load tested the system on Google 
Cloud Platform using ZTF alerts

Plenty of database and pipeline 
optimization to be done

Current, on-premise system can 
process 5.5 million alerts in 24 hours

The ANTARES technical solution 
can scale to LSST rate and volume

Collaborating with other brokers and 
science teams



https://antares.noirlab.edu


